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Achieve your academic goals and discover unique opportunities, by making Summer Quarter
a part of your SU experience. With the choice of 1-, 2-, 4- and 8 weeks of focused courses, you





Take courses over or fulfill additional
requirements to graduate.
Meet your curiosity
Explore areas of interests both within and





SUMMER QUARTER IS MADE UP OF FOUR SESSIONS:
August September
Including Compressed and Online Approaches
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AFTER LOCKDOWN, BOSTON PD ARRESTS SUSPECT
Emily Hedberg
Staff Writer
Five days of confusion and terror
lead to the capture of Dzhokhar and
Tamerlan Tsarnaev.
After the two brothers petrified
Boston with two explosions, killing
three and harming more than 170,
they continued their acts of violence
late Thursday night. At around 10:48
p.m.’ an MIT police officer arrived at
the scene as the brothersattempted to
seize one of the university’s buildings.
. Dzhokhar and Tamerlan proceed-
ed to fatally shoot MIT police officer
Sean Collier.
“The best guy got shot down,” said
Colliers roommate to the Boston
Globe.
Two days prior, however, the two
were not even suspects in the case. In
the days and hours following the Bos-
ton bombings, the FBI sifted through
countless videos sent to the tip line
fromthe public. Eventually, the agency
discovered a surveillance video with
promising intelligence. They released
the video highlighting the potential
suspects to the public in hopes that
someone might recognize the two.
Fortunately, that is exactly what
happened.
The investigating parties were giv-
en the names of the individuals they
believed to be responsible for the mar-
athon tragedy, and the hunt began.
Whether the brothers were aware
of this discovery or not is known.
Thursday brought their second attack
on the city.
After Dzhokhar and Tamer-
lan killed Collier, they fled the uni-
versity to a gas station, where they
carjacked an SUV and kidnapped
its driver, eventually leaving the
driver unharmed.
In what has been compared to a
war zone, a massive police chase and
shootout followed. The chaos even-
tually came to a head in Watertown,
Mass. The brothers were said to be
NEWS
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A woman carries a girlfrom her home as a SWAT team searchesfor a suspect in the Boston Marathon bombings in Water-
town, Mass. Since Monday, Boston experienced five days offear, beginning with the marathon bombing attack, and ending
in the death of one suspect and the capture of the other.
throwing grenade and pipe bomb-like
devices out their car window in the
direction ofthe police. Eventually, the
police gained slightly more control
over Tamerlan, until Dzhokhar used
the stolen vehicle to mow over his
own brother. Tamerlan was dragged
for a few feet and pronounced dead in
a nearby hospital.
Dzhokhar managed to escape,
sending the city of Boston into an in-
tense lockdown. Throughout Friday,
April 19th, every news station was fol-
lowing the search for Dzhokhar. Tanks
could be seen patrolling the area, po-
lice and SWAT teams were knocking
door to door, and every city service
was shut down.
Meanwhile, as various units
searched for the 19-year-old suspect,
questions began to arise regarding the
background and motives behind the
brothers. Information continued to
be released about the boys all day. The
basics: the brothers were born in the
Chechnya region ofRussia. They came
to America in 2002, where Dzhokhar
eventually earned himself a scholar-
ship to attend the University of Mas-
sachusetts, Dartmouth,
The 26-year-old Tamerlan was
more enigmatic. According to various
sources, the older brother was inves-
tigated by the FBI in 2011 for possi-
ble radical connections in Chechnya.
However, the agency did not find any-
thing significant and released him. In
2009, Tamerlan claimed to have no
American friends because, “I don’t
understand them.”
An event that has caused some
of the most controversy in the case
is Tamerlan’s return to Russia for six
months after his release from inter-
rogation. Speculation has occurred as
to whether he received training with
respect to how to craft bombs, or in-
struction from an outside source re-
garding this attack.
Additionally, Tamerlan’s Youtube
channel was discovered, featuring
several videos promoting terrorism.
A particularly chilling video consisted
of a foreign voice screaming eerily
while depicting soldiers smirking and
dead bodies covered in blood. “Con-
gratulations to you those who suffer
for, who go through martyrdom of
Alla illaha ill Allah.”
A second video featured a Block
Mccloud song labeled “End of Days.”
The video begins with thephrase, “We
are in a country and in a world being
run by unbelievably sick people.”
Tamerlan’s last words were in a
desperate phone call to his mother: “I
love you, mama.”
At around 5 p.m. on Friday, po-
lice discovered Dzhokhar in a back-
yard huddled in a boat. He was
captured and taken to a hospital in
critical condition.
Dzhokhar is currently unable to
speak due to wounds he sustained to
the back ofhis throat. However,he has
been officially charged with conspir-
ing to and using weapons of mass de-
struction and excessive vandalism to
property. The justice system continues
to work carefully to fulfill a just trial in
hopes ofcharging Dzhokhar for all the
crimes he committed.





Fresh fruits, vegetables and other
local and healthy goods can now be
bought blocks away from campus—-
but in somewhere other than the local
QFC or Safeway.
The Broadway Farmers Market
opened this past Sunday to start its
ninth year in Capitol Hill. From now
until late December, customers will
be able to buy a fresh selection of
local goods from the Puget Sound and
Eastern Washington every Sunday.
Run by the Neighborhood Farmers
Market Alliance (NFMA), the
Broadway market is welcoming a great
deal of new vendors this year to satisfy
the growing customer base, and,
according to the Alliances website,
hopes to “support and strengthen
Washingtons small farms and
farming families.”
Julian O’Reilley, the operations
manager at NFMA, explains that
while the market opened on Sunday,
the start of the season is truthfully
in the preceding winter, when the
organization is working through the
markets preparation, when vendor
applications are processed and
ideas about recruiting new vendors
are discussed.
SUNDAY MARKET BLOOMS ON BROADWAY
“We spend a lot of time working
with the neighborhood andbusinesses
in the district. We want to make sure
to have a great diversity of products
for our shoppers,” O’Reilley said.
For this upcoming season, a
variety of newvendors will be offering
new product bases to the customers,
according to O’Reilley. A few of the
vendors who will be present at the
market are Oh Yeah Farms, Cascade
Pies and I Love My GFF, who also
operate their cart on the corner of
Minor and Madison weekly for the
Wednesday lunch rush.
d:floured is also a newcomer to the
hill for the Sunday market. Operating
as a whole for three years, the bakery
specializes in gluten-free goods,
such as olive bread, lemon coconut
cakes and flourless chocolate chip
cookies big enough to share between
MATTHEW GILBERTSON • THE SPECTATOR
The Broadway Farmers Market opened this week outside of Seattle Central Community College. The market is excited for
the new vendors and the new season.
three people.
Justin Scott, an employee who
worked the bakery’sbooth on Sunday,
explains that the bakery’s owners,
Phebe Rossi and Amanda Bedell,
are both gluten intolerant and are
interested in baking for others who
have allergies to gluten, eggs or dairy.
“The goal is always to make a
product that is gluten-free, but that
you wouldn’t know is gluten-free,” he
said. “They taste the same, feel the
same, and look the same as typical
wheat based products.”
According to Scott, d:floured,
which already operates at several
other farmer’s markets including
the Ballard and Edmonds markets,
hopes to have a bigger presence in the
Capitol Hill community and create
greater awareness ofwho the company
is, as well as what they do, by having a
booth at Broadway.
“We want to let people know who
have certain allergies that we have
something for them, and are also
letting the people that don’t have
allergies know that there’s a delicious
option here as well that doesn’t contain
what you usually eat,” he said.
Although the market usually opens
with stalls in the thirties to forties,
O’Reilley said that as the peak season
of summer approaches, the number
of vendors on Broadway may well
increase to 50 or more. When asked
whether the NFMA would try to “fill
in” empty spots with other vendors,
O’Reilley stated that the market is
farm-focused, and tries not to fill in
with non-food related items.
“We open the market with a lot of
great farms, who organize their crop
planting based on the opening date of
the market,” she said.
As for now, the question has risen
regarding whether the Broadway
market will extend to be year-round.
O’Reilley doesn’t have a definite
answer, but believes that once the
Sound Transit station in Capitol Hill
is completed, the building will be
April 24th. 2015
utilized for that verypurpose.
When possible, a year-round
market would be determined by the
customer base and growth in sales; in
the last year alone, there was between
8 and 10 percent growth, and O’Reilley
hopes that sales growth doesn’t
slow down.
“We’re always hoping for more
shoppers—the farmers are getting up
pretty early and driving all the way
over here, so it’s incredibly beneficial
to them when we have a good stream
of customers,” she said. “We’ve had
really good growth over the last few
years, which is what it takes to extend
a market like this.”
From nowuntil Dec. 22, depending
on weather conditions, the Broadway
Farmers Market will be open from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. every Sunday in front of
Seattle Central Community College.
Grace may be reached at
gstetson@su-spectator.com
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CAR2GO, ZIPCAR OFFER EASY WAYS TO TRAVEL
Alaina Bever
Staff Writer
Thanks to Seattle University’s conve-
nient location in the heart of Seattle,
there are a variety of options for get-
ting around off campus.
Zipcar and Car2Go are options for
students who need toborrow a car, the
bus system provides routes to most
neighborhoods in Seattle and beyond,
and of course biking or walking are
always options for students who don’t
mind a little exericise.
Seattle U has made renting a Zip-
car easy for students who live on cam-
pus. According to information found
on the Seattle U website, one Zipcar
is always parked outside the Murphy
garage for student use. Rates run at
about seven dollars per hour and cov-
er the cost of gas. Seattle U students
are also allowed a discounted fee of
$25 a year formembership.
Despite the convenience that Zip-
car provides, few students use Zipcar
services. According to Associate Di-
rector of Public Safety Craig Birklid,
ORCA cards and metro transit are the
most popular form of transportation
for students. The main reason for lim-
ited student use ofZipcars isprobably
the age limit; a Zipcar membership is








Car2Go membership is available to
students 18 and older, but the dramat-
ic cost difference between busing and
driving seems to encourage students
to choose the bus.
“The ORCA card is $100 per quar-
ter, and it’s very, very popular at that
discounted rate,” said Birklid. “We
have approximately 437 students en-
rolled in the ORCA transit program.”
6 NEWS
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Programs such as Car2Go, Zipcar and Uber are helpful for people trying to get around Seattle. Students can use these re-
sources in order to avoid the difficulties ofmaintaininga car in the city.
In addition to these discounted
passes available through Public Safety,
the Campus Assistance Center (CAC)
offers ORCA card passes that are free
for single day check out.
“We run out of [ORCA cards] at
least once a day,” said Lucy Walker,
CAC employee. “People want more
ORCA cards, but I don’t think they
understandthat they come out ofour
budget.”
The $50 fee for losing an ORCA
card may seem like a hefty price, but
students have to realize that without
this penalty, the number of available
cards would be constantly declining.
In addition to the bus system and
car rentals, some students also use
their own cars to get around Seattle.
According to Birklid, however, the
number of students using campus
parking passes is on the decline.
“The actual number of people look-
ing for parking passes has been steady
or declining,” Birklid said. “I think it’s
because ofthe cost ofgasoline and the
cost of a permit.”
In addition to the bus system, walk-
ing and biking are two other cost effi-
cient modes of transportation. Down-
town Seattle is a reasonably short walk
from campus, and the bike friendly
city encourages residents to use bikes
insteadof cars. Birklid agrees that bik-
ing has become popular among Seattle
U students.
“We need more places to put bi-
cycles, because if you go out and look
at the racks, even this time of year,
they get pretty busy,” Birklid said.
“So I know the university is looking
for places to put additional racking
for students that are convenient that
they’ll actually get in and use.” Birklid
wants students to know that there is
underutilized secure bike storage at
the Murphy garage that students can
sign up for online.
Taking a cab can be an expensive
but convenient form of transporta-
tion, especially on short notice. A new
app, called Uber, makes cab travel
even easier by allowing patrons to re-
quest a car by iPhone or Android.
Uber users save time by avoiding
calling for a cab, and the transaction is
completed electronically.
Uber rates are pricierthan standard
cab fees, with a base fee of $7 or $14
(depending on size) and additional
fee of$3.75 per mile, but according to
Yelp reviews, some Seattle residents
are willing to pay the higher price for
the convenience that Uber provides.
Alaina may be reached at
abever@su-spectator.com
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At the direction of HAWC members, attendees raise up their lights as afinal hurrah during “TakeBack the Night” on Tues-
day, April 16, 2013. The event at Seattle University was one ofmany rallies held internationally as aform ofempowerment
and protest against all forms ofsexual assault.
ANNUAL AWARENESS EVENT TAKES BACK THE NIGHT
Tesi Uwibambe
StaffWriter
If you were anywhere near cam-
pus last Tuesday night around 9 p.m.,
you probably heard the chants. On
April 16, Seattle University students
took back the night chanting phrases
against sexual assault and violence to-
wards women.
“2,4,6,8, no more daterape!” “Hey!
Ho! Date rape has got to go!” yelled
the crowd. The well-attended event,
though consisting of mainly women,
had a good number of male students
as well. This is something the lead stu-
dent organizer, Kara Ortbal, hinted as
an encouraging improvement over the
yearsbefore.
The male presence at a school event
like this is especially important be-
cause part ofthe “Take Back the Night”
event was aimed at the roles men play
in violence against women.
“Take Back the Night” is an annual
event at Seattle U with national and
global significance. The first docu-
mented event took place 38 years ago
in Philadelphia, Penn, when a stranger
stabbed Susan Speeth, a microbiolo-
gist, to death as she was walking home
alone at night.
Statistically, 50 percent of women
are afraid to walk alone at night and
most women, especially under the age
of 35, site sexual assault as the number
one cause of this fear. These potential
fears, however, are nothing compared
to the one in four women sexually
abused at least once in their lifetime.
Peter Quallitione, a speaker at
Tuesdays event, compared these sta-
tistics in women to men citing that
only in prison is when 1 in 10 men are
subjected to sexual assault in that time.
He posed a question to the men in the
room asking what they did to keep safe
from rape.
answered.
When this same question was posed
to the women in the room, plenty of
ideas poured out ranging from sharp
keys to whistles, and even tasers.
“Generally as men, we walk
through the world unconcerned about
No male student or attendee
being raped... [but] men are safer from
sexual assault in prison than women
are walking in the streets, and that is
significant,” said Quallitione.
As the co-founder of Seattle-based
Organization ofProstitution Survivors
(OPS), Quallitione engages in promot-
ing mens accountability in sexual as-
sault. Ortbal, the lead organizer of the
event and member of the Health and
Wellness Crew (HAWC), agrees with
this strategy of empowering men to
take a stand especially since most of
the time; they are the perpetrators.
“In my opinion, the accountability
needs to fall with who is perpetrat-
ing, and how we can solve [gender-
based violence] is to reach out to men
to be involved in this movement,”
said Ortbal.
In addition to Ortbals views, stu-
dents from higher education institu-
tions like Occidental College in Cali-
fornia and Swarthmore College in
Pennsylvania were also letting their
voices be heard recently, but on far
more serious charges concerning the
mishandling ofsexual assault cases.
Victims of sexual assault, harass-
ment and defilement from both these
institutions have been dissuaded from
reporting these cases and even blamed
for being the cause of the assaults.
One female student at Swarthmore
said she watched her rapist receive his
diploma from the college president
and wished that a dean had not per-
suadedher against reporting him.
These are not the only colleges asso-
ciated with sexual assault and the mis-
handling of these cases, but they are
able to shed light on the importance
of events like “Take Back the Night”
in university settings that house age
groups oftenassociated with sexual as-
sault as well as healing from it.
Students and attendees at the Se-
attle U event shared poems and sto-
ries describing their experiences with
assault, as well as of their families and
friends who were victims of this abuse.
Student Alba Chico could not be-
lieve that sexual abuse had happened
to people she knew, let alone to more
than one student.
“I am shocked but I am glad people
are taking a stand,” she said.
This event comes at atime when just
last month, President Barack Obama
signed the renewed and expanded the
19-year-old Violence Against Women
Act (VAWA).
As such was the case of Diane Mil-
lich who is among the Native Ameri-
APRIL 24th, 2015
can women that were or are abused by
non-Native American men but could
not be persecuted because they were
on tribal land. The bill enables this
change and also generously caters to
undocumented immigrants.
Selma-Al-Aswad Dillsi was another
speaker at the event and a community
advocate with The Northwest Network
foundedby and for LGBT survivorsof
abuse. Dillsi is one of the people that
could benefit from the new act as both
a lesbian and immigrant from Pales-
tine early in her life, feeling the need to
survive in what was a white-dominant
society being fed images of the Gulf
War at the time.
She did not realize that even in
same-sex relationships, inequal-
ity can prevail as often does in het-
erosexual ones, where abuse occurs
due to the feeling of superiority over
your partner.
“I ended up in a relationship where
vulnerabilities were leveraged by my
partner to maintain power and con-
trol over me,” Dillsi said. “[I] began to
identify as a survivor.”
Tesimay be reached at
tuwibambe@su-spectator.com
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SU HOPES TASK FORCE WILL PROMOTE CHANGE
Sheldon Costa
Volunteer Writer
Three weeks ago, students received
an email from President Fr. Stephen
Sundborg, S.J., concerning the devel-
opment of a new task force on diversi-
ty. While the email didn’t contain par-
ticulars about the task force itself, the
president wrote that the initiative was
in response to current campus activ-
ity that “brought to the surface some
issues that need to be addressed” in
regards to the campus’ goals on diver-
sity. Most, however, aren’t particularly
clear on the efforts of this task force,
or why it’s suddenly necessary to do
furtherreview of diversity on campus.
The new task force will review the
previous effort by the administration
to analyze diversity on campus: the
“Engaging our Diversity Task Force
Report” (EODTF) from 2008.
A quick scan of the old report re-
veals a document that is expansiveand
academic in its intentions,but equally
weighed down by the scope ofits rec-
ommendations. The report, which is
available online, was a continuation
ofanother task force that occurred in
September of 1991. It was a joint fac-
ulty-undergraduate endeavor headed
by Rob Kelley, the Vice President for
Student Development at the time, and
current Associate Director of Faculty
Professional Development Jacquelyn
Miller in the Center for Excellence in
Teaching and Learning.
{The new task force will Ireview the previouseffort...to analyze Wdiversity on campus.
The intentions of the report are
lofty and all-encompassing. Through-
out 2007, the EODTF convened to
review “all programs, services, and
initiatives on campus, both curricu-
lar and co-curricular, that faculty,
staff, students, and administrators
believed engaged diversity,” as well as
assess the “issues of campus climate
8 NEWS
around diversity.”
To do so, the EODTF created a
framework encompassing everything
from the organizational structure of
the school down to the social climate
in order to make general recommen-
dations on how to improve the uni-
versity’s campus diversity. The recom-
mendations themselves, which are
further broken down into more spe-
cific initiatives, include some weighty
proposals, like creating a book series
on campus about diversity or formally
acknowledging “LGBTQ students,
faculty and staff by the president
and E-team.”
For every specific recommenda-
tion, however, there are also a slew of
more general suggestions that, while
admirable, don’t specifically explain
how the school could administer the
proposals. One recommendation, for
example, suggests that the adminis-
tration look at student evaluations of
“women, LGBTQ faculty and faculty
of color to determine whether there
is evidence of bias.” Because they are
only recommendations, the contents
of the report only provide informa-
tion to the administration, which is
then tasked with deciding whether or
not to make any changes.
Moreover, most ofthe recommen-
dations on the list haven’t been imple-
mented, which leaves many students
feeling as though the new task force
will be equally ineffective. To some,
it seems gratuitous for the adminis-
tration to seek more recommenda-
tions when the previous ones haven’t
been fulfilled.
Others, however, see the task force
as evidence of the administration’s
sustained efforts to improve diversity
on campus. Monica Nixon, directorof
the Office of Multicultural Affairs, re-
mains hopeful that the task force can
be beneficial to the university.
“I think that there’s potential for
this task force to recommend a struc-
ture that will allow for continued and
sustainable attention,
“ she said. “I
think it’s easy to have our attention
on something spike and then wane
as we go about our usual business, so
hopefully the diversity task force will
be able torecommend a structurethat
can allow us to sustain a level of atten-
tion over the long haul.”
[I think its easy to haveour attention on some- Ithing spike and thenwane.... mMonica Nixon,
Director, OMA
And as for the possibility of the
task force resulting in tangible change
on campus, Nixon points to the Com-
mittee to Improve Trans Inclusion
(CITI) Implementation Team, which
has produced an extremely specific
list, including the financial weight of
each proposal, of recommendations
for the school to “allow transgender,
genderqueer, and gender noncon-
forming students, faculty, and staff
to experience equity, safety, inclusion
and care.”
For Nixon, the value of the task
force isn’t necessarily in implement-
ing new policies, but rather in keeping
the administration informed about
where it can improve.
“Task forces can work effectively
to document and name concerns,”
she said. “The effectiveness of their
work depends on sustaining focus
on the issues through existing or
new structures.”
So while the task force may not
lead to dramatic changes on campus,
its existence allows the administra-
tion to continually review the prog-
ress it’s made towards its diversity
goals. While some will see the task
force as a mere repetition of the last
report’s recommendations, individu-
als like Nixon see it as an opportunity
to “considerwhat we’ve learned in the
past five years, which I hope provides
opportunities to move ahead with
critical diversity-related initiatives.”
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
XAVIER EXPLORES PRIVILEGE WITH WEEK OF EVENTS
Bianca Sewake
StaffWriter
It might have been shock. It might
have been sympathy. It might have
been a wake-up call. Whatever it was,
senior Jack Hilton was not the same
after his service trip to Tijuana over
spring break.
Hiltons service trip made him
aware of privilege. This affected
him deeply enough to want to
take some sort of action in raising
more awareness.
Since* Hilton is also a Resident
Assistant in Seattle Us Xavier House,
he took his first actions at a staff
meeting by proposing a program that
would make people more aware of the
privileges they have and might take
for granted.
Resident Director Deanne Liu,
who was on the same trip as Hilton,
thought it was a great idea.
And so, the first ever Privilege
Weekwas formed.
In an email Liu sent out on
Privilege Week, Liu said, “The purpose
ofPrivilege Week is to discuss ways in
which we might have privilege as a
person living in our social, ecological
and global context.”
{...You have to thinkabout different waysthat we are privileged. WAlyssa Lund,
Freshman
From April 15 to 19, Xavier RAs
led events and activities that they
encouraged students to participate in.
According tosenior Carlos Reyes, a
Xavier House RA, Liu was a graduate
student at Seattle U who really
connected with the Jesuit values of
justice and commitment to diversity.
“I think [Liu] just wanted to open
peoples minds a bit more,” Reyes said.
The first activity ofthe week was led
by sophomore Xavier RA Alexandra
Stoffel. She called it the Privilege
String Activity.
“I read off a bunch of statements
and if you have that kind of privilege,
you tie a knot and you can wear
it around your wrist and see how
privileged you are or just really feel
the weight of where you might not be
privileged in some areas, you still have
privileges in others,” said Stoffel.
Stoffel’s aim was to show
students that they are not apart of
just one community, but many in
differentways.
Stoffel was pleased with the
reactions from the students who
participated.
“I think a lot of people understood
or were starting to understand where
they fit into those categories with the
privilege string. It was kind of intense
actually,” Stoffel said. “It was really
cool. It’s not like an easysubject to talk
about, so I like it to be more serious
than fun I guess and that’s kind
of what happened and that’s good
because people got to just realize what
kind of privileges they have and what
they don’t have to thinkabout.”
Other activities of the week
included Hilton giving a talk about
his experience in Tijuana and cultural
privileges, a documentary viewing of
“No Impact Man” on sustainability
privilege, and taking students to the
Seattle U Drag Show at the week’s end.
This week-long event, though
open to the whole school, was more
targeted towards the Xavier House
residents and they were encouraged
to participate.
“Just by being here, you’re kind of
involved because you have to think
about the different ways that we are
privileged because being at Seattle
University is such a privilege,” said
freshman Alyssa Lund.
' “Even ifyou don’tattend the events,
all the posters and all the different
ways in which our RA’s are involving
us have at least opened my eyes to all
the privilege we do have,” said Lund.
Throughout the week, junior
Elizabeth O’Lenic, a Xavier House
desk assistant, would help encouraging
residents to participate by reminding
them of the activity that would go on
that night.
“Some of them are really open
to being like ‘Oh I want to go learn
about this, I’ve never thought much
about privilege’ and then for a lot of
other ones, it’s really uncomfortable
for them and I think it’s because
they never really acknowledged their
privilege. That was actually a great
check for me too,” said O’Lenic.
Getting students interested
and involved was a challenge the
RAs faced.
{I like that its taking inthe outside andself-reflecting. WElizabeth O’Lenic,
Junior
However, all agreed that this event
is important for the students and the
school and hoped students could take
April 24th, 2015
away something valuable from the
experiences ofPrivilege Week.
“It’s something that the whole
school should consider doing because
it’s a very important part of just
being—being a human, being in this
world, being in America. I thinkit’s an
important part of being someone who
isable to go to college is to realize how
privileged we are in gainingknowledge
and opportunity,” Lund said.
O’Lenic shared similar thoughts.
“I like that it’s taking in the outside
and self-reflecting. I think that’s really
important for people,” O’Lenic said.












INVITE A RESPECTED SEATTLE U PROFESSOR TO
CONSIDER WHAT SHE WOULD CHOOSE TO SAY
IF SHE KNEW IT WOULD BE HER LAST LECTURE
HER SUBJECT:
“NOTES FROM THE FIRE”
COP OUT: REFLECTING ON JOHN DIAZ'S IMPACT
Alaina Bever
Staff Writer
The Seattle Police Department
has recently gained a reputation for
excessive violence and mishandling
of issues.
These mishaps have made Police
Chief John Diaz’s retirement a con-
tentious news topic. Diaz’s retirement
raises questions of how successful he
has been as police chief, and brings
attention to the issues to be faced by
the new police chief, who is yet to
be named.
Diaz’s sudden decision has result-
ed in speculation throughout Seattle,
with some saying that Diaz was asked
to step downby Mayor Mike McGinn.
These accusations, according to the
Police Department, are entirely false.
Diaz’s choice to retire certainly comes
as a shock to the community, and it
brings the opportunity to reflect on
Diaz’s achievements and acknowl-
edge the future reform that needs to
be addressed.
Diaz made history when he be-
came Seattle’s first minority police
chief in 2009. At the time, the depart-
ment was under scrutiny for several
cases involving officers and minor-
ity citizens, and the choice to appoint
Diaz signaled a new direction for Se-
attle’s police department.
During his time as chief, Diaz made
several notable accomplishments,
which he listed at a recent news con-
ference covered by the Seattle Times,
citing the reduction of crime and the
highly publicized investigation with
the Department of Justice.
Critics, however, accuse Diaz of
contributing to controversial inci-
dents within the police department.
Incidents that occurred during Diaz’s
time as chief include officer/victim
confrontations that were caught on
video, and the controversial fatal
shooting of deaf wood-carver John T.
Williams in 2010.
“We’ve gone through some chal-
lenges,” Diaz said at the conference.
“I won’t stand here and say that every
decision was right, but what I will say
is that I tried to make every decision
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Seattle Police Chief John Diaz talks to reporters in 2009. Diaz recently resigned his position as chief of the Seattle
Police Department.
based on what I believed was right.”
Reactions to Diaz’s retirement
have been mixed. Sgt. Rich O’Neill,
president of the Seattle Police Offi-
cer’s Guild, and City Attorney Pete
Holmes, both praise Diaz’s work, ac-
cording to the Seattle Times. O’Neill
specifically commends Diaz’s work in
raising morale after the fatal shooting
of Officer Timothy Brenton and for
quickly catching Brenton’s killer.
Other reactions have not been
so rosy. James Bible, the president
of the Seattle-King County NAACP,
has less than positive things to say
about Diaz. He, and others like him,
accuses Diaz of indifference toward
officer misconduct.
As far as Seattle University is
concerned, the change should not
have an impact on Public Safety or
campus policy.
“Our relationship with the SPD
mostly depends on the East Precinct,”
said Interim Executive Director of
Public Safety Randy Carroll. “Our re-
lationship is strong, and that’s not go-
ing to change.”
Carroll feels neutral about Diaz’s
retirement, and didn’t notice any ma-
jor changes in crime as a result of Di-
az’s leadership style.
“I haven’t seen any significant
change,” Carroll said when asked
about whether crime rates are in-
creasing or decreasing in the Capitol
Hill neighborhood. “But I don’t know
what their [SPD’s] statisticsare. I don’t
know how they gather them, and I
don’t know how they compile them.”
The Seattle Police Department’s
own website reports a 2 percent de-
crease in crime from 2011 to 2012,
and claims that 2012 was the lowest
year for reported major crimes in the
25-year period from 1988 to 2012.
A representative from the police
department, however, insists that it’s
difficult to attribute decreased crime
rate to a specific person or even to the
police department as a whole.
“We shy away from trying to take
credit for [decreased crime] because if
you interview anycriminologist they’ll
tell you that nobody could make sense
of why crime does what it does,” the
representative said. “Ourstrategies are
pretty consistent, we try to maintain a
high visibility-common sense would
stand to reason that the presence of
law enforcementwill, in general, deter
crime, but even something that simple
nobody can prove.”
Regardless of whether Diaz has
really made progress in decreasing
crime rates in Seattle, students at Se-
attle U generally feel safe in areas
around campus.
“I feel safe around Seattle,” said
freshman Alex Golbek. “I’ve nev-
er had anything to deter me from
feeling safe.”
Other students feel similarly.
Some mentioned that they know of
places in Seattle to avoid, but apart
from those areas, students feel safe
around campus.
Regardless, many are ready for
change within Seattle politics. Assis-
tant Chief Jim Pugal has stepped in
as Interim Chief until the new police
chief is announced.
“This represents an opportunity for
real institutional change and a chance
to develop the sort of department we
can all be proud of,” Bible said. “This
could usher in a new era.”















Tesi Uwibambe and Kayla Ramirez
Staff Writer andVolunteer Writer
One thing that is a part ofthe lives ofmost college students is
the occasional weekend party. But for those who tout the motto
“YOLO,” every day is a party.
Super Mash Bros’ music should be the soundtrack to your
life ifyou identify with the latter. From their debut album “F*ck
Bitches, Get Euros” to their latest album “Pure Fix Mix”—and
let’s not forget the Miley Cyrus-inspired “Miley High Club”—
Super Mash Bros’ creative names are just as fun as the mix of
songs they’ve mashed, which span from the ‘90s realm well into
the hits of today.
The two “brothers” are friends Dick Fink and Nick Fenmore.
Since they’ve been in the music scene, the duo has managed to
balance their crazy weekend performance schedule with a full-
time college one. Mixing was probably their only extra-curric-
ular activity, but they’re good at it--their combined digital ex-
pertise is designed to get you on your feet as quickly as possible.
However fun playing music at parties may seem, it definitely
isn’t as easy as one might think.
“For every 20 seconds of a mash-up we make, we probably
have at least an hour of work behind it... We almost treat every
mash-up as our own individual song in a sense,” one ofthe bros said.
The Super Mash Bros. have toured across college campuses
all over the United States excessively and will surely have no
problem unhinging all the Seattle University students at Quad-
stock—dancing, belting out hit songs we all know the words to
and hopefully losing ourselves in the fun of it all.
SUPER MASH BROS
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Brother Ali’s music is described as “real hip-hop.” The rap-
per uses poetic, catchy rhymes to tell stories about life’s trials
and tribulations, placing particular emphasis on analyzing the
United States.
Growing up inspired by Slick Rick, Rakim and Public Enemy,
Brother Ali began writing and recording music as early as
junior high.
Following the release of his first EP in 2004, Brother Ali kept
growing in his music and using his autobiographical rhymes
to dig into something deeper than just opinion. He decided to
share stories about who, and what, shaped his views.
Named Jason Newman at birth, Brother Ali was deemed le-
gally blind and moved to and from different cities throughout
his childhood. Although he faced many challenges growing up,
the one that alienatedhim was his albinism. In spite ofhis Cau-
casian heritage, Brother Ali, though having never admitted to
being black or white before it was divulged, was often assumed
to be black. In one of his songs entitled “Daylight,” Brother Ali
raps, “They ask me if I’m black or white, I’m neither, race is a
made up thing, I don’t believe in it but my genes tie me to those
that despise me.”
Brother Ali embraced Islam at 15 years old and has stated
that, “Everything in Islam is an act of worship — everything
good and pureand genuine you do is an act of worship.”
BROTHER ALI
Befitting the essence of Quadstock, Trevor Powers a.k.a
Youth Lagoon makes songs based on the idea of psychological
dysphoria and expressions of what he has called a “pretty spo-
radic” mental state.
The dark-haired 23-year-old Boise native, with hair that is
curly at one moment and vibrantly colored the next, embodies
the introverted, but psychedelic nature of his music.
He often wears paisley or flowery blazers, nerdy glasses and
presents album artwork with color and depth rather than the
typical imprinted, generic image of a new artist’s face.
Powers manages to create pop-y and profound sound—two
words that are rarely strung together. At least in music.
Powers was surprised by the success of his first album “The
Year ofHibernation” and was actually planning to release it for free.
“[The album] wasn’t about any physical sense ofhibernation.
But just that mental isolation...a lot of people even experience
that in really large cities because you’re around so many people,
but at the same time, probably feel alone like an ant in a giant
ant farm,” said Powers.
Powers went into solitude to write his second album “Won-
drous Bughouse,” which came out last month. As the title sug-
gests, the album is in fact a wondrous house filled with music
that bugs the mind. Okay, not really, but it is as psychedelic,
soothing and thought-provoking as musiccan be.
With producer Ben Allen—who has worked with well-known
indie bands Deerhunter and Animal Collective—on board, both
ofYouth Lagoon's albums are bound to entrance us at Quadstock
and transport us into our own particular states ofmind.
YOUTH LAGOON
Currently on a tour around the East Coast and Canada, Ivan
& Alyosha is a local Seattle band known for its spiritual lyrics
and upbeat attitude. With wistful, melodic hooks and power-
fully strummed folk-rock guitars, this band produces a sound
that evokes a full but light feeling.
Band members Tim Wilson, Ryan Barbary, Pete Wilson and
Tim Kim are often accompanied by special guests and present a
comfortable family atmosphere, which is extremely important to
them. Sometimes they even go on tour with their families in tow.
Ivan & Alyosha was formed by the original duo Tim Wilson
and Ryan Carbary in 2007. What started off as a nameless proj-
ect in the studio became a full-fledged band with ideas for EPs
in mind. Alternative radios embracedtheir fresh-as-a-summer-
breeze sound and they performed for multiple stations includ-
ing KCRW, KEXP, WFUV and WNYC. Theyreleased their first
EP “The Verse, The Chorus” in March 2009 and it attracted na-
tional attention for its compelling messages. In 2011, Tim Wil-
son’s bass-playing brother Pete joined the group, and the lyrical
power grew. And finally Tim Kim’s exceptional guitar skills con-
tributed a new dynamic to their sound.
It took a few years with tours up and down the West Coast
and a few shows on the East Coast for the band to grow together
and learn how to play the way they do now. The positive results
of the extensive time the members spent together are exhibited
in their latestEP “All the Times We Had.”
Together, they are embarking on a spiritual, musical journey
thatbrings themcloser to each other and themselves. With their
swelling harmonies and humble charm, Ivan & Alyosha prove
to contribute quality music locally as well as nationally.
IVAN & ALYOSHA
“Play it loud,” laughed Katie Sweeney when asked what The
Ramblin’ Years wants to do with their music.
The Ramblin’ Years formed in 2011 after members Sean
Clavere, Daniel Dovinh, Finn Anderson, Daniel Dunn and
Sweeney began jamming together. As Battle of the Bands ap-
proached, they began taking their music more seriously. Since
then, they’ve continued to grow together as a band while bal-
ancing school and other responsibilities.
Sweeney and Clavere hail from Sacramento while the rest of
the members are from the Pacific Northwest. Attending Seattle
University and the enjoying the surrounding musical culture
was what drew them together.
“Seattle’s a tastemaker city. Ifyou can make it big here, you’ll
get recognized,” said Dunn.
All members provide vocals and have their own talents that
contribute to theunique dynamics of their sound. Other review-
ers have described their music as Americana, but the members
speculated and named various genres.
“We’re going for, like, soul-motown,” Sweeney said.
Musical influences range from Bruce Springsteen to the soul-
ful Supremes. Dunn plays the saxophone for the band and also
raps alongside with the band’s guitars, bass and drums.
After Quadstock, the future of The Ramblin’ Years is still yet
to be determined.
“Those of us who are graduating, which is everybody but
Finn, we’re all kinda hanging and we’re going to keep playing
for at least the next...oh, I don’t know...year?” Sweeney said.
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Polyamory is key. Marc Camolettis
production of “Boeing Boeing” taught
its audience exactly the opposite with
the chaos it presented in its rendition
of the 1965 film.
Engaged to three highly desir-
able stewardesses, Bernard Lawrence,
played by Richard Sloniker, is able
to enjoy a life full of company and
love, without the commitment of a
wife. Based on his ability to closely
follow several flight schedules and
keep women separate, Bernard has
discovered his key to success in
love: polyamory.
Bernard has it all in his fancy flat.
He is as close to a ‘60s playboy as it
gets. His hip “international harem”
is adorned with a bar/fish tank that
emerges from the living room floor
Richard Sloniker juggles three sassy flight attendants in “Boeing Boeing” at the
Seattle Repertory Theatre.
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on cue. Additionally, Bernard has a
strange system regarding the pho-
tographs in his household. Featured
prominently on the mantle, Bernard
has a large framedportrait ofhim with
a woman that revolves to depict each
of the three distinct women in his life
at his side. Upon each of the wom-
ens arrivals at his home, he utilizes a
complex keypad system to change the
various pictures out. A remote con-
trol music system, designed to set the
mood for any situation with any par-
ticular suitor, adds a final touch to his
bachelor pad.
Supporting characters, however,
are what made the play thoroughly
enjoyable. The first of such characters
is Berthe, Bernards housemaid and
fiancee itinerary manager. Berthe’s
character dominates the play. With
her thick French accent and under-
the-breath comments, the audience
CHRIS BENNION • SEATTLE REP
THREE WOMEN, ONE LAYOVER
was sent into fits oflaughter whenever
Berthe hinted at the absurdity ofBer-
nard’s circumstances.
Robert—a friend of Bernard’s who
has moved to Paris from Wisconsin
and looks wildly out of place—is the
perfect accompaniment to Berthe’s
sidekick role. His nasally voice and
inability to conceive of Bernard’s de-
testable behavior make his charac-
ter appealing to the audience. In one
scene—a scene that, in my opinion,
was dragged out for eons too long—
Robert struggles with a heavysuitcase.
The moment sealed his likability for
the audience, which was evidenced
by the roaring laughter that ensued
{Theultimate playboyBernard Lawrence has dis-covered the key to success~ J
throughout the struggle. Mind you,
the audience of a Sunday night per-
formance may or may not be a slightly
older generation. Regardless, the two
characters maintained believable and
hilarious chemistry through the play,
as they helped Bernard juggle the
three women at once.
The concept of three fiancees
seemed flawless at first glance. The
audience is first introduced to a viva-
cious and voluptuous Americanwom-
an named Gloria. We first see Gloria
chowing down on pancakes with
ketchup. She is a confident character
who exudes and exertsher power over
the household until she is whisked
away by Trans World Airlines.
After Gloria departs, Bernard is left
with ample time to enjoythe company
ofhis Italian stewardess, Gabriella, for
a light lunch. Gabriella’s adoration for
Bernard is more prominent on stage
than the others’ and his reciprocation
seems less fabricated than the artifi-
cial affection shown to his other mis-
tresses. They putz around together in
what appears to be a genuinely flirta-
tious manner until she too must leave
on business.
The third lucky lady betrothed to
our cheating protagonist is Gretchen
the German. This character flaunts
her native country, perpetually seized
with passion for everything around
her. Her character added a level ofun-
adulterated humor to the play—with-
out Gretchen the experience would
not have been nearly as enjoyable.
So, Bernard has three amazing
women. But naturally, disaster ensues.
The lives of the three eventually
converge in a series of airline mis-
haps. When Gabriella is in Paris with
Bernard, Gretchen discovers she will
arrive early. Nearly simultaneously,
Gloria learns that she will be return-
ing early as well. The remainder of
the play consists of Bernard, Berthe
and Robert all attempting to resolve
the conflict associated with the three
arrivals. The end of the play is both
unpredictable and laden with morals
surrounding the positivity of having a
single spouse in one’s life.
As the play progressed, it seemed
like it would remain one-dimensional.
However, lacedamong the humorand
drama were sentiments surrounding
the power of women and the woes
of domestic service. In a particularly
prominent passage, Gloria straps on a
guitar and serenades Robert with a so-
liloquy relaying her thoughts regard-
ing the true nature of the relationship
between men and women.
The show essentially tore apart
any preconceived notion of loveI had
prior to it only to build it back up in a
slow, humorousand empowering way.
Thankfully, it ended with the notion
that true love only really exists be-
tween two people and this revelation
is, ultimately, a huge success.
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GUILT-FREE GOODIES TASTE LIKE SIN
Alaina Bever
StaffWriter
If you’re in search of gluten-free
treatsaround Broadway, it helps to
know where to look.
Guilt Free Goodness, a health
conscious bakery that opened last
Wednesday, is tucked quietly away
in the large brick building called
Broadway Alley, which also holds
Laughing Buddha.
The gluten-free bakery adds
a warm and homey touch to the
quirky Broadway Alley. Guests
are greeted by a colorful black-
board that boasts the current cup-
cake flavors, pastries sit nestled
in wooden wicker baskets, and a
miniature Ferris wheel displays
colorful cupcakes in a whimsical
counter display. On the back wall,
a rustic “Life is Sweet” painting re-
minds customers of the goodness
ofbaked treats.
Although the venue is small, the
counter is filled with a large variety
of baked goods, all entirely gluten-
free. The selection ranges from
cupcakes, cinnamon rolls, pies,
muffins, cookies, and an entire
shelf of different sweet breads and
regular breads for sale by the loaf.
I was greeted by a friendly host-
ess with ready suggestions to help
narrow down the plentiful selec-
tion. She recommended the snick-
erdoodles as her favorite cookies,
as well as the pizza bites and any of
the cupcakes.
The snickerdoodles were defi-
nitely as good as the hostess sug-
gested. Othercookies in the basket
included classic chocolate chip and
a pink sugar cookie, which wasn’t
as pretty as a typical frosted sugar
cookie, but is the most popular va-
riety, according to the hostess.
Large, flat and crisp, the snick-
erdoodle tasted as good as any
glutenous cookie. The snicker-
doodle definitely gave the crumbly
gluten-free cookies offered in The
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Cave at Seattle University a run for
their money.
The cupcakes had a harder time
comparing to regular baked goods.
The salted caramel cupcake was full
of delicious chocolate and caramel
flavor, but the texture of the cake was
a little dense and chewy. Likewise, the
pizza bites were on the dry side, and
could have used more flavor.
For gluten-free goods, however,
the treats exceeded expectations, es-
pecially the cupcake, which was not
only gluten-free but vegan aswell.
Ownerand bakerDawn Purbaugh,
who also owns the original Guilt Free
Goodness in Monroe, decided to add
vegan items to the menu in order to
cater to the preferences ofSeattle cus-
tomers. Over half of the cupcakes, as
well as most of the breads, are vegan
in addition to being gluten-free.
The prices compare to any regular
bakery, with cookies for about $2.75,
cupcakes for $3.20 and pastries at
various prices in between. The loaves
of bread are a little pricier at about
seven dollars a loaf, but a delicious
preservative- and gluten-free loaf of
bread can be hard to come by.
The bakery’s size becomes notice-
able when looking for a place to sit
and enjoy treats. The bakery contains
only two small tables; room enough
to share a treat with friends, but not
enough space to study or meet with
a larger group. The bakery is also in
want of background music that adds
to the character ofmost Capitol Hill
cafes and, although the bakery offers
a limited selection oftea and drip cof-
fee, it lacks a regular espresso bar.
Our hostess acknowledged the
bakery’s small size, mentioning that
the bakery in Monroe is much larger
and includes a full deli menu. The
owner hopes to move into a big-
ger space and add to the bakery’s
menu. Before that happens, how-
ever, the bakery will have to grow
in popularity.
“It hasn’t been as busy as I expect-
ed, but a lot ofthat has to do withget-
MATTHEW GILBERTSON • THE SPECTATOR
New gluten free bakery GuiltFree Goodness waitsfor customers . The store
opened two weeks ago and is located across the wayfrom Laughing Buddha
in Broadway Alley.
, ting your name out,” said Purbaugh.
“This is my third business, and so,
t when you open a business you kind
l of have expectations that it’s going to
. take a little time.”
[ Purbaugh, a graduate of Le Cor-
i don Bleu, was lucky enough to find
an investor who offered to support
Purbaugh if she could make a gluten-
, free bread recipe as good as regular
r bread. Today, Purbaugh says that
most of the bakery’s customers come
. in for the gluten-free breads.
Purbaugh, who has herself suf-
j fered from celiac disease since child-
hood, reports that most customers
r are gluten-free for health reasons. She
also noted that many of their sales
come from catering orders for special
events.
For anyone unable to enjoy regu-
lar treats, Guilt Free Goodness of-
fers a delicious refuge of gluten-free
treats. Customers who aren’t glu-
ten-free will also enjoy Purbaugh’s
treats, which are all entirely free of
preservatives and artificial flavor-
ings, making them a healthy al-
ternative to processed foods. Next
time you’re on Broadway, make sure
to stop inside the Broadway Alley
and pick up a gluten-free treat from
Guilt Free Goodness.





ANYTHING BUT A DRAG:
THE 2013 SU DRAG SHOW
. PHOTOS BY KATERI TOWN .
1. Former Miss Gay Seattle
DonnaTella Howe dances to
Kimbras “Settle Down.”
2. Five Seattle U students per-
form as Queer Direction. The
Queer Direction members
lipsynched to several One Direc-
tion songs and choreographed
some pretty rockin’ dance moves.
Harry Styles would be proud.
3. Prominent Seattle drag queen
Aleksa Manila hosted this years
show.
4. Miss DaPoint pulled that flag
out of her booty shorts.
5. Sasha Hautemess LaGarte. She
did a cartwheel. In heels.
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CRITIC'S CORNER: CRUISE SINKS INTO ‘OBLIVION’
Veronica Mazzolini
StaffWriter
This weekendOblivion hit the box of-
fices and is reported to have made $38.2
million. Although highly intriguing due
to the casting ofTom Cruise and Mor-
gan Freeman, thismovie is not all what
it’s hyped up to be. Directed by Joseph
Kosinski, Tom Cruises new science fic-
tion movie is set in the year 2077 after
an attack on earth 60 years earlier—the
aliens responsible, called Scavengers,
COURTESY OF UNIVERSAL PICTURES
Tom Cruise walks around and shoots some stuff asper usual.
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also destroyed the moon.
After the tectonic and nuclear chaos,
earths surviving humans moved to a
colony on Saturn’s moon Titan. Jack
Harper (Cruise) is a technician sta-
tioned on Earth where he lives with
his partnerand loverVictoria (Andrea
Riseborough). Harper’s team is respon-
sible for maintaining an operation that
harnesses the earth’s water power to
support life on the colony planet. It is
clear that although Jack works hard at
drone maintenance and hunting the
landscape for Scavengers, he still con-
siders life on earth enjoyable and does
not want to leave to live on Titan. Due
to their high security work, Jack and
Victoria had their memories wiped five
years earlier.
The plot seems suspicious once the
information about the memory swipe
is revealed, and slowly the story picks
up and becomes very intriguing. Jack
has flashbacks ofanother woman, and
things start to feel strange to him when
he investigates a crash in his area.
The movie has many classic sci-fi
elements such as distortedsignals from
space, a large space station floating
above the planet, and cool laser guns
to shootbad guys, but the story is really
lacking in creativity. “Oblivion” tries
very hard to be an epic sci-fi achieve-
ment, but ultimately fails. The large
space station is just a big, triangle-
shaped Death Star and as the plot un-
folds, none of the twists really surprise
the audience and little is explained. The
situation with the space station is never
clearly explained and there are con-
fusing bits of memory flashbacks, and
some continuity questions are raised.
It’s highly disappointing to see Free-
man in a role so poorly written. Ac-
tress Olga Kurylenko’s performance
was questionable and, although the
cast was small and simple, a stronger
performer shouldhave been cast in her
role. The film was riddled with cheesy
romance scenes that made it hard to
believe Harper had a personal attach-
ment to anyone. A simplistic charac-
ter, Harper had little to do in the film
beyond walking around and “playing
the games” orchestratedby the higher
forces of power. Cruise played his tra-
ditional character that kicks ass, shoots
things and saves the daywith his “go get
'em” attitude.
Not a lot ofplanning or deep think-
ing in this film. To make things worse,
the film kept getting cheesier and
cheesier. By the .final scene, the story
is exhausting and the endingwas weak.
The film’s greatest selling point is
that it features “not horrible” perfor-
mances from Cruise and Freeman and
all the women are attractive. Other
than babes and bland drama, the film
doesn’t have much going for it. Ifyou’re
abig Cruise or Freeman fan, you might
check this film out, but I really don’t
recommend it. It’s a waste of time and
money and a disappointment to the
sci-fi genre.
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10 things we did on
Earth Day




O Vomited in some-one’s garden
0 Let it mellow
QUINOA
©Disposed of pesti-cides...in a river
e Listened to Enya
OLeft the freezer door
open
a Rode atop polar bearswith A1 Gore













Pegasus won’t the be the only fella
flying high this week.
0> CANCER
6/22-7/22








You will encounter three mystical
tiger wizards. Trust their counsel.
O LIBRA
< i 9/23-10/22












The faun is waiting for you in hell.
AQUARIUS
V 1/21-2/19











In the April 17 edition of
The Spectator, the Urban
Farming article incorrectly
spelled Tiana Quitugua’s
name. We regret the error.
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NEW KINGS PLAN MAY CRUSH SEATTLE’S DREAMS
Kevin Dunham
Staff Writer
As early as May 6, the Sonics could be
heading backto Seattle. That is, to say, Se-
attle could knowwhether it will be having
ateam fornext year, ifthe NBA Finance/
Relocation committee is able to come to
arecommendation on the matter.
Thisprocess has taken far longer than
planned due to complexities in the issue
that have prevented the Board ofGover-
nors of the NBA to make a decision in a
timelyfashion. This is due to the effortsof
the Cityof Sacramento to bring together
an investor group that would be able to
finance a new arena, a must-have ifthe
Kings are to stay.
The $447 million plan for the City of
Sacramento includes $258 million from
the city, compared to the $200 million
that is required of Chris Hansens plan
for Seattle, a significant figure especially
considering the Seattle groups plan re-
quires $490 million to complete.
Additionally, the Kings current own-
ers, Joe and Gavin Maloof, have made it
abundantly clear thattheywishto relocate
theKings to Seattle. Unsurprisingly, this
would be the move that would benefit
them most, as they wouldrelinquish the
majority shareholding of theKings for a
sum of $341 million dollars, including a
$30 million non-refundable deposit.
TheSeattle group agreed to not termi-
nate theKings’ employee contracts for 18
months following the deal, an agreement
that couldn’t bemade by theKings group.
The Seattle group would also be able to
begin the construction process sooner
than Sacramentobecause of the amount
oftimethe group has spentplanningand
designing the arena fora move to Seattle.
So, ifall signs point to Seattle, why
is the process taking so long? A simple
answer is hard to find, though the easi-
est response would be that unlike typi-
cal businesses, the Sacramento Kings are
part ofa largerorganization that has a say
on matters ofrelocation. Were Hansen’s
group only attempting to purchase the
Kings and not relocate, the matterwould
be exponentially simpler and faster.
Instead, the NBA operates under the
conditions ofdoingwhat isbelieved to be
the best forthe league, and Commissioner
David Stern has frequently said that the
last resort is to move a team to a different
location. While this appears to contrast
what happened in 2008, when the Son-
ics were moved to OklahomaCity, Stern
has also said that the differencebetween
that move and this one is down to the
increased effort the City of Sacramento
has put into keeping theKings in town.
Ifthe Seattle group is to gain the Board
ofGovernors’ approval, which would re-
quire a three-quarters approval for sale
and majorityapproval for relocation, the
Sonics are planned to plan in Seattle for
2013-14, utilizing KeyArena until the
stadium in Sodo is completed.
All things considered, it appears to
be a messy conclusion to a complicated
problem, and one that will likely not be
concludedby the May 6 date thathas been
suggested. A bidding war was intendedto
be avoided, buthas ensued, making this
a problem that goes beyond supportand
relocation, to the financial benefit to the
current owners and future owners must
decide on.
Kevin may be reached at kdunham@
su-spectator.com
What are you doing after
graduation?




• Learn broad-based critical thinking skills and business knowledge that employers are
seeking in their new employees.
• Gain valuable experience through classroom projects and experiential learning activities.
• Network with local business executives through Albers Placement Center events, the
Mentor Program, and the Executive Speaker Series.
The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
Call (206) 296-5919 or email mbab@seattleu.edu for more information.




REDHAWKS TAKE TWO OF THREE IN UTA SERIES
j MBBVS. UTA10-3 jj MBBVS. UTA 5-0 j
TREVOR UMBINETTI • THE SPECTATOR
Top Left: ChaseFields successfully places a bunt that puts him onfirst base in the
bottom of the fifth.
Middle Left:' Chase Fields diving as he attempts to steal second base, but was
called out on a very close play.
Bottom Left: Ryan Somers slides in thefifth inning to catch a ball in the infield.
Right: Nick latta throwing out a University of Texas Arlington player who hit a
grounder in between thirdand thepitcher’s mound. The Redhawks would win two
of three games against UTA played on April 19th and 20th.
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MIRANDA DECISION
HAS VAST IMPLICATIONS
When Dzhokhar Tsarnaev was arrested, the federal officers chose not to
read him his Mirandarights. This small act hurt America more thanany bomb
could.
There is legal justification for their decision not to Mirandize him. Under
federal law, a suspect can be deprived ofhis right to remain silent and his right
to an attorney ifthere’s reason to believe he still presents a threat to others. This
exception to the Miranda rule stems froma case, New York v. Quarles, where a
police officer asked a man in custody where his gun was. The man responded,
and his response was deemed admissible in court. The differencebetween that
Quarles and this case is that there was no credible reason to believe he had
planted another bomb. They just guessed that he had, and they declined to
Mirandize him. Soon after, a special “interrogation” team was brought in to
coerce knowledge ofthese fictional bombs from him.
The federal statute allowing this is immoral and unconstitutional. The Fifth
and Sixth Amendments of the Constitution clearly give Tsarnaev the right to
remain silent as well as the right to an attorney.
Nowhere does the Constitution say these rights don’t apply to Muslims.
Nowhere does the Constitution say these rights don’t apply to people with
hard-to-pronounce names.
The ramifications of the decision are staggering. The claim that Tsarnaev
could have planted more bombs was completely speculative, thus providing
a legal precedent for the suspension of constitutional rights based solely on
speculation.
The Spectator editorial board consists ofKelton Sears, MacKenzie Blake, Emma McAleavy, Caroline Ferguson, J. Adrian Munger, Colleen Fontana, Kellie Cox, Collin Overbay, Andre WyattandLindsey Wasson. Signedcommentaries
reflect the opinions ofthe authorsand not necessarily those ofThe Spectator. Theviews expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
And by speculation, we mean racism.
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“I am obsessed with Albert Einstein,
so itwould definitely behim. He’s so
fascinating.”
Bailee Johnson, Freshman
IF YOU COULD HAVE ANY PERSON AS YOUR ROOMMATES, WHO WOULD IT BE?
OPINION
“Anne Frank, because hopefully she
would have been a Belieber.”
V
Joe Brand, Sophomore
BULLITT CENTER SETS A
NEW STANDARD
The Bullitt Center on opening day generated more energy than it consumed.
The Seattle sun charged the facility’s rooftop solar panels and sent the excess
energy back into Seattle City Light’s power grid. Being touted as the “greenest
commercial building in the world,” and built to meet the Living Building
standards of green engineering, the Bullitt Center is a technological feat.
On top of that, it looks great. Perched up on Madison, it’s one of the sleekest
and most attractive buildings in the city. Oftentimes the environmental
movement descends into shame-games and finger wagging, braying people for
not recycling enough or doom saying to motivate change. What’s great about
the Bullitt Center is thatitmakes green lookand feel way cooler than thecurrent
status quo. Rather than making people feel as though the have to go green, or
ought to go green, the Bullitt Center will make people want to go green. When
you have a building with wastewater treated onsite and converted to compost,
supplying its own drinking water through rain cisterns, and robotic windows
designed to conserve heat, who wouldn’t want to get with the picture? It looks
and feels like the future. It’s a place people will want to be.
When it comes to motivating people, you have the stick or the carrot. You
can swat people into submission, or you can encourage them with tangible,
visible rewards. The Bullitt Center is the carrot the environmental movement
in Americahas needed—something in frontofus that we can all aspire to.
“That’s easy. Samuel L. Jackson”
..”.
A d Silb S h
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“No one, because I don’t like
_
roommates
■ . z I is
Daiyce Lazaris, Senior
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ABOUT NORTHEASTERN Northeastern University is a top-tier, non-profit research university with a proud history as a national leader in
Computer Science education and research innovation.





Would you like access to positions
with some of the world’s leading
employers, such as Microsoft,
Amazon, Ebay, Adobe, and Intel?
Northeastern University
Seattle
THE COMPUTER SCIENCE ALIGN PROGRAM
An Accelerated Link to Industry through Graduate Education
& the Northeastern Network
Designed for students from a broad range of undergraduate programs, ALIGN will
leverage your existing quantitative aptitude to help you transition into a successful
career as a Computer Science professional.
• Embark on a life-changing journey to earn your MS in Computer
Science while gaining relevant work experience
• Build analytical and problem-solving skills through a custom
curriculum created to link your undergraduate foundation to
your graduate studies
• Leverage the Northeastern Network to access co-op and
employment opportunities at some of the most recognizable
names in software and technology





401 Terry Ave. North
(on the cornerof Terry Ave. N & Republican St.)
Seattle, WA 98109
Dinner will be provided







All students are transitioning to the new SU Core
This quarter is the last term of the current Core Curriculum, and new Core begins this SUmmer!
There are several things to keep in mind:
• Courses you have taken under the current Core will be used to fulfill new Core requirements.
• Program evaluations will be shifted over to the new Core requirements this week. Beginning April 24
your program evaluation on SUOnline will reflect the new requirements.
• You have some flexibility in how your current Core courses roll over to the new requirements. Check out
the transition guide on the Core website: http://www.seattleu.edu/core/transition/guide/.
• If you wish to use one of the options listed on the transition guide, or ifyou notice an error in how your
current Core credits are being counted towards the new Core, contact your advisor.
• The transition to the new Core is being guidedby a “Do No Harm” policy: no student will have to take
more courses to complete the new Core than would have been required under the current Core.
Registration for next quarter will be a little different:
• All Core courses will have the new department code: “UCOR” starting this summer.
• To find courses in SUOnline select UCOR as the “Subject” on the Search for Classes page.
• Each UCOR course will have a “Core Section Title” to help you select courses.
• With very few exceptions, only courses with the UCOR prefix will fulfill Core requirements.
• You may need to meet with your advisor to register for Fall Quarter 2013: check your advising holds.
For detailed information visit www.seattleu.edu/core Engaging
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